MAKE YOUR
OWN BUNKER!
Learn more about our top secret Bunker
and then create your own!

Here is where your
presentation begins
Battle of Britain Bunker
Wren Avenue, Uxbridge
bunker@hillingdon.gov.uk

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A shoe box or similar object
An empty clean plastic pot, like a
yoghurt container or similar
A large, empty plastic bottle
Paper
Pens
Scissors
Ruler
Sellotape/Glue
Printer (optional)
Small Toys (optional)
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THE BUNKER
The Battle of Britain Bunker is 60 ft underground and was the top secret
Operations Room located at former RAF Uxbridge. Built between February
and August 1939, this Bunker was the Headquarters for No. 11 Group (Fighter)
Command, which oversaw London and the South East of England. Here, many
important military personnel worked and visited in secret - including Winston
Churchill!
The Battle of Britain occurred between 10 July 1940 - 31 October 1940. It was an
air battle between the Luftwaffe (German Air Force) and the Royal Air Force
(RAF). It was a ﬁght for air superiority- control of the skies above Britain!

The Bunker was a top secret location where the RAF coordinated
ﬁghter aircraft to defend Britain against incoming Luftwaffe attacks.
Underground bunkers are excellent places to plan operations, because
nobody can see what you are up to!
As the Bunker is so far underground, the hundreds of staff who
worked here during the Second World War would have felt safe from
any enemy attacks.
Courtesy of John Chase
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MAKE YOUR OWN!
© IWM (Art.IWM ART LD 4140)

1.

2.

Find a shoe box or
an object that is
similar in shape and
size. Open it up!

Look at this painting of
inside the Bunker, can you
see what colour the ﬂoor
was?

3.
Colour in the ﬂoor! If you
decide to glue down
paper, try and keep it as
ﬂat as possible.

COURTESY OF JOHN CHASE

THE PLOTTING ROOM
The Operations Room, or Plotting Room, is the heart of the Bunker and
where all the action took place! This room displayed all of the
information that was needed to defend Britain from the Luftwaffe.
Let’s have a look inside...
Many women worked in this room. In fact, approximately 80% of
Operations Room workforce were women! They were part of the
Women's Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF).

They would display the information on a large map in the centre of
the room. Can you see it in the painting?
Around this map you could ﬁt 20 or more WAAFs, whose job it was
to plot enemy and friendly formations on the map. The map could
also display the direction of travel of enemy formations and the
estimated amount of aircraft.
© IWM (Art.IWM ART LD 4140)
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MAKE YOUR OWN!

1.

2.

3.

To make the map we
need to ﬁrst make
the base of the table!

Here we used a clean yogurt
container, but there are other
similar items you can use! Just be
sure to clean it. The bigger piece is
going to be the base for the map.

Decorate the base. In the
bunker, the base is made
out of wood. You can be as
creative as you want! We
used a brown cereal box
for ours!

©John Dobson/Pinner Camera Club

THE MAP
This is a picture of
the map used in our
Bunker. It is still on
display in our
Operations Room.
Use this picture to
design your own
map….or, print it off!
Take a close look at
the details, like the
black dividing lines
and the letters that
helped you to plot
your coordinates.

THE MAP
Now, you can glue/sellotape your map
to its base!
The map was tilted towards the
Controller’s Cabin, which was above it.
This is because the Controller needed
to see the map clearly as it allowed him
to make accurate defensive decisions.

©LBHArchives/BattleofBritainBunker

THE DAIS
The Dais was located on the back wall of the Bunker. It was a raised,
wooden platform directly below the Controller’s Cabin.
It was made from pre-war recycled shipping containers and is the oldest
part of the Bunker!
During the Battle of Britain, WAAFs and RAF Ofﬁcers sat on the dais in
order to receive important information on the telephones.

To make your dais, simply color the back wall of the
shoe box brown and then add black lines for detail.
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THE CONTROLLER’S CABIN
All of the important information in the Operations Room is facing the
Controller’s Cabin, which is the middle room located above the Dais.
The Controller was the most important person in the Bunker, as it was up to
him to decide how to best defend Britain from incoming enemy attacks. He
was able to make well informed decisions based on the information displayed
below him.

© IWM (Art.IWM ART LD 4140)

On either side of the Controller’s Cabin there are two other rooms. On one
side there would be personnel from the Army and Royal Navy, and on the
other there would be the Observer Corps. The cabins went quite far back
and also included a lounge and ofﬁces. All of these personnel needed to
be kept updated on what was happening in the air in case they needed
to act.
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MAKE YOUR OWN!

1.
To make the Controller’s
Cabin, get a large, empty
plastic bottle and, with an
adult’s help, cut off the top.

2.
Then, making sure it keeps its
curved shape, glue or sellotape it
above the dais!
You will need lots of sellotape or
glue for this!

3.
Add in thick black lines for
detail.
The black lines can show that
the cabins were separated.

THE TOTE BOARD
The Tote Board show the “State of Squadrons”.
This means that you can look at the tote board
to ﬁnd out what each of the squadrons are
doing. They were very important to the
Controller, who would use them to ﬁnd out
which squadrons were available to ﬂy.

A close up of the Tote
Board is pictured here.
Small lights would
show you what a
squadron was doing.

The Tote Board displayed the squadron
numbers at the top followed by a list of
activities or states. Below each activity are four
coloured bulbs which could be lit up to display
exactly what that squadron was doing.
It was the WAAFs job to make sure that the
activities were lit up correctly. They would
switch the lights on and off based on
information they were receiving through their
headsets.
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THE TOTE BOARD
The Tote Board in the Bunker displays 26 squadrons
and the RAF Sector Stations that they belonged to.
To help you create your own Tote Board, here are the
RAF Sector Stations and their squadrons:
TANGMERE
●
602
●
21(B)*
●
243
●
607
HORNCHURCH
●
41
●
603
●
222
NORTHOLT
●
1 (CAN)**
●
303
●
229
●
264 (B)
●
504

NORTH WEALD
●
46
●
25
●
249

KENLEY
●
605
●
253
●
501
●
600

BIGGIN HILL
●
92
●
72
●
66
●
141(B)

DEBDEN
●
257
●
17
●
73

(B) = Represents half of a squadron
(CAN) = Canadian Squadron
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MAKE YOUR
OWN

Use this template to help
you design your Tote Board.
At the top of the Tote Board
would be the Sector Station
name. After that it tells us
the squadron, such as 303
Squadron.
At the bottom of the Tote
Board there are the letters P
and A. This tells us how
many Pilots and how many
Aircraft are available to ﬂy
from that squadron.

NORTHOLT

MAKE YOUR
OWN
Once a squadron had ‘left ground’ the
coloured bands would be lit up too.
They indicate ﬂying time.
White = 0 - 15 minutes
Blue = 15 - 30 minutes
Yellow = 30 - 45 minutes
Red = 45 - 60 minutes
This was useful to the Controller
because a Spitﬁre or Hurricane only
had enough fuel to last about 1 hour.
Any squadron that had their red band
light on would need to land and
refuel very soon.
Can you spot the ‘landed and
refuelling’ phase on the Tote Board?

MAKE YOUR OWN PART TOTE BOARD!

1.
To make the Tote Board,

carefully remove the box “wall”
that will show the tote boards.

2.
On the inside of the wall, draw on the
tote boards. If your cardboard is too
difﬁcult to draw on, consider drawing on
paper and gluing it on.
Using the template, look carefully at all
of the details! It’s okay if you can’t draw
on all of the phases, just pick a few!

3.
Glue the ﬁnished template
onto the card and reattach it
to your box.

CURATOR CREATIONS!
Here is a great example by our Principal Curator, Military History at The Battle
of Britain Bunker! Here is what she had to say about her Bunker Box;
“I used the Bunker for reference in the creation of this piece! It was made
from recyclable materials. The plotting table/map was based on the shape
and features of the Bunker plotting map. I used card from a cereal box and
used some card packaging to create a 'table leg' to tilt the table at an angle.
I created the 'curved glass' on the Controller's Cabin by cutting sections from
a soda bottle and used sellotape to attach to the box...

...the box was originally packaging for curling tongs! The
interior of the box was painted in similar colours to the
Operations Room and I drew the Tote Board on the side
(wall). I used other pieces of ﬂat card to create a ﬂoor and
panelled front to the cabin”
She also added little toy ﬁgures! Can you spot the toy WAAF
working around the map? And the Controller working behind
the curved glass?
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Once you have
completed your
Bunker Box, be
sure to share them
with us online!
battleofbritainbunker.co.uk
bunker@hillingdon.gov.uk
Battle of Britain Bunker, Uxbridge
@BofBBunker
@BofBBunker
Created by the Education Team at the Battle of
Britain Bunker, London Borough of Hillingdon

